
EURO A2

Speaking
Procedure, Script and Materials

Time: approximately 15 minutes

You now have 10 minutes to prepare the picture sequence

• You may use a non-electronic dictionary.

• You must not speak to the other candidates.

• You may make notes but do not read aloud from the notes   
in the test.

• You may take this sheet of paper and your notes into the   
examination.

• In the test, give your notes to the examiner when asked.

Speaking
Procedure, Script and Materials

Practice Test Webset
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Outline of the Speaking Test

Before the exam you have ten minutes preparation time in the preparation room. Here you 
receive your Mark Sheet and a Picture Sequence. You are allowed to use your non-electronic 
dictionary to prepare your story.
There will be two examiners in the exam room – the Interlocutor who is running the exam and 
the Assessor who is listening and evaluating - and two (or very occasionally three) candidates at 
a time:

This test will have four tasks:

Task Timing

1. Interview
• The Interlocutor will ask each candidate one 

introductory question, and three on another 
topic.(e.g. food, travel)

5 mins.

2. Picture Sequence • First Candidate A, and then Candidate B, will 
relate their picture sequence.

1.5 mins 

1.5 mins.

3. Transactional Dialogues
• Each candidate receives three different 

transactional dialogue cards. S/he responds to 
the information on the card.

5 mins.

4. Communication Dialogues

• In a role-play one candidate receives a card 
containing four pieces of information to 
find, while the other is provided with the 
information. In the second round the roles are 
reversed.

3-4 mins.

Together with the welcome, setting up of tasks and closure, the speaking test will be no longer 
than twenty minutes. The Interlocutor will speak from a script you can see on the following pages.

INTERLOCUTOR

CANDIDATES

ASSESSOR
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Speaking: Lead-in

Welcome (maximum 30 seconds)

 Good morning / afternoon / evening.

 My name is < name > and this is my colleague < name >.

 Have you got your mark sheets?
>>> candidates hand over forms <<<

 Please also give me the tasks and your notes.  I’ll return these to you later.
>>> candidates hand over forms <<<

 What’s your name? < candidate A name > And what’s your name? < candidate B 
name >?

Task 1: Interview (max 5 minutes)

>>> Ask both candidates this question <<<

1(a) Warm up

 < candidate A >, how are you today?

>>> Candidate A replies <<<

 < candidate B >, how are you today?

>>> Candidate B replies <<<
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1(b) Three Questions to each candidate

 < candidate’s name >, I’m going to ask you about another topic, < name of topic > 

>>> Choose one topic, and from the topic questions ask 
candidate A three of the four. Then choose a different topic 
for candidate B and repeat the procedure.<<<

Home (ask only three of the four questions)

What do you like about the town where you live? 
Can you describe your sitting room? 
What don’t you like about your house or flat?
What shops are near your home?

Weather and Seasons (ask only three of the four questions)

What is the weather like today?
What is the weather like in the summer in your country?
What is your favourite season and why?
When did it last rain?

Education (ask only three of the four questions)

Tell me something about your classmates.
What is/was your favourite subject at school?
What was the last exam you did?
What time do your English classes start?

Travel (ask only three of the four questions)

Where did you go on your last holiday?
How often do you ride a bicycle?
How do you like to travel?
What do you like doing on holiday?

Food and Drink (ask only three of the four questions)

What drinks don’t you like?
Who does the cooking in your family?
What is a nice meal in your country?
Where do you buy food?
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Task 2: Picture Sequence (2 x 1.5 minutes plus instructions)

 You will now talk about your pictures

ROUND 1

 < Candidate A > here are the pictures and your notes.

 Please tell us what is happening in the pictures in your own words.
>>> The Interlocutor gives Candidate A the pictures and notes that he/she 

prepared before the exam. <<<

 Please start now.

>>> For one and a half minutes the candidate speaks about his/her pictures 
using the notes and pictures <<<

  Thank you.

ROUND 2

 < Candidate B > here are the pictures and your notes.

 Please tell us what is happening in the pictures in your own words.
>>> The Interlocutor gives Candidate B the pictures and notes that he/she 

prepared before the exam. <<<

 Please start now.

>>> For one and a half minutes the candidate speaks about his/her pictures 
using the notes and pictures <<<

  Thank you.

If the candidates do not speak, use the questions below 
to help them.

Who is s/he? Who are they?
Where is s/he? Where are they?
What is s/he doing? What are they doing?
Why is s/he there? Why are they there?
What can you see in the picture?
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Picture Sequence A

Picture Sequence B
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Task 3: Transactional Dialogues (5 minutes)

 In this task I am your friend.
>>> Give a card to the candidate, who reads it and starts a conversation 

with the Interlocutor. This is repeated with Candidate B, and then the whole 
sequence two more times, with different cards. <<<

< Candidate A > Read this card and speak when you 
are ready.

Your are thirsty. Ask for 
some water.

>>> # Card 1. <<<
If necessary >>>

 Please start now.
>>> Candidate <<<
Yes, here you are.

< Candidate B > Read this card and speak when you 
are ready.

You want some sugar. It 
is at the other end of the 
table.

>>> # Card 2. <<<
If necessary >>>

 Please start now.
>>> Candidate <<<
Here it is.

< Candidate A > Read this card and speak when you 
are ready.

Ask your friend to go to 
the cinema with you.

>>> # Card 3. <<<
If necessary >>>

 Please start now.
>>> Candidate <<<
That’s a good idea.
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< Candidate B > Read this card and speak when you 
are ready.

Ask your friend to give 
you a pen.

>>> # Card 4. <<<
If necessary >>>

 Please start now.
>>> Candidate <<<
Here you are.

< Candidate A > Read this card and speak when you 
are ready.

Invite your friend for a 
coffee.

>>> # Card 5. <<<
If necessary >>>

 Please start now.
>>> Candidate <<<
Thanks, excellent idea.

< Candidate B > Read this card and speak when you 
are ready.

You feel ill. Tell your friend. 

>>> # Card 6. <<<
If necessary >>>

 Please start now.
>>> Candidate <<<
Oh, dear.

Thank you.
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Task 4: Communication Dialogues (5 minutes)

 In this task you will talk to each other.

ROUND 1
 < Candidate A >, here is a card with four questions on it. Please ask <Candidate B> 

the four questions on it. Please speak in full sentences.

>>> Hand the card to the candidate<<<

 < Candidate B >, here is a card with some information on it. Please answer 
<Candidate A> Please speak in full sentences.

>>> Hand the card to the candidate<<<

 Please start now.

>>>The candidates do the task<<<

 Thank you.

ROUND 2
 < Candidate B >, here is a card with four questions on it. Please ask <Candidate A> 

the four questions on it. Please speak in full sentences.

>>> Hand the card to the candidate<<<

 < Candidate A >, here is a card with some information on it. Please answer 
<Candidate B> Please speak in full sentences.

>>> Hand the card to the candidate<<<

 Please start now.

>>>The candidates do the task<<<

 Thank you.

 Thank you. That is the end of the test. Good bye. Have a nice weekend / 
evening.>
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Card set 1: QUESTIONS Card set 1: INFORMATION
You want to do something at the 
weekend

You want to do something at the 
weekend

What to do / weekend? Only Saturday
Park? Weather bad / cinema?
What time? 6pm?
Later / 7pm OK / in front of cinema

Card set 2: QUESTIONS Card set 2: INFORMATION
You are a guest in a hotel and want 
information about the town.

You work in a  hotel and have 
information about the town.

How to see sights / centre? sightseeing bus, on foot  
How long? walk around / one day ; bus tour 2 hours
What places / visit? Museum / Monument / Bridge
Tourist card? Yes / 20 euros / go everywhere free

Card set 3: QUESTIONS Card set 3: INFORMATION
You want information about trains 
to Grenberg.

You have information about trains 
to Grenberg.

How many / every day? every  2 hours on workdays
When / on Sunday? only 2 /morning /evening
How much / ticket? Single /return? Return / cheaper
Return / 2 people 30 euros 

Card set 4: QUESTIONS Card set 4: INFORMATION
You are looking for a hotel. You have information about a hotel.
Hotel / nearby? Yes / city centre, Main Street
How far? 20 min walk  /  3 stops by bus
Tickets for the bus? From the driver
Hotel far from bus stop? In front of hotel 

Communication Dialogue cards


